Curriculum Planning Grid Y2 (February 2020)
CCL

Aut 1

Aut 2

Celebrations
Art – sketch a portrait of
the Queen in the style of
one of the official
photographs of her
throughout her reign,
practise different
sketching techniques and
use of different grades of
pencil
History – sequencing of
events in our lifetime
(different celebrations
and the month they
happen in), learn about
significant events in the
life of the queen,
comparison of the reign
of Queen Victoria and
Queen Elizabeth, learn
about the context of
Remembrance Day and
introduce the World
Wars, learn about the
motive behind Guy
Fawkes’ Gunpowder Plot
and the
historical/religious
context at the time to
create a wanted poster
DT – designing, cooking
and evaluating a pizza on
a pitta bread base

Computing

Additional
Music

E-safety
Introduce the esafety policy and
discuss which
statements children
think are most
important to least
important.
Roamers –
Programming/
debugging of
algorithms

Word
processing –
Enterprise
posters (Aut 1)
Word processing
skills including
capital letters, full
stops, spaces
between words,
changing
font/colour/size

Nativity: learn
and perform
Nativity songs
Charanga unit:
Hands, Feet,
Heart
(South African
music - Afropop)

P.E

R. E

Dance
Choreograph
How can we
ing and
make good
performing a
choices?
whole class
dance linked
Christianity &
to the topic
Islam
of
Celebrations Also learn about
Diwali in CCL
Games:
and retell the
story of Rama
Throwing
and Sita and
and catching
explore other
a bean bag,
major
small ball
celebrations
of
and large
world
religions
ball /
when
inventing
sequencing
and playing
events.
a small team
based game

Science
Animals
including
humans
Lifecycle of a
human, lifecycle
of an animal,
basic needs of
an animal for
survival, effect
of exercise on
heartbeat/body,
importance of
healthy eating/
balanced plate,
importance of
handwashing /
hygiene

Materials
Naming
materials,
properties of
materials,
suitability of
materials for
specific uses,
investigation
into most
suitable
material for
wrapping
paper, sorting
and grouping
materials

Spr 1

Dressing up
Art - learning about Andy
Warhol’s Pop Art and
designing a printing block
in the same style
Geography – recapping
the UK seasons (Y1) and
identifying seasonal
weather patterns, writing
and presenting a weather
report, identifying the
Equator and
understanding the
differences of
temperature close to and
far from the Equator,
naming the 7 continents
and 5 oceans, using an
atlas to identify the
continent that a country
is in

Word
processing –
posters linked to
current topics
(continents and
materials)
Word processing
skills including
capital letters, full
stops, spaces
between words,
changing
font/colour/size,
inserting a picture

Charanga unit:
I Wanna Play In
A Band
(rock genre of
music)

Gymnastics
Pathways
(straight,
curved, zig
zag), rolling
and
balancing
Games:
Rolling,
stopping,
dribbling and
passing a
football,
inventing
and playing
a small team
based game

What does it
mean to
belong to a
church or a
mosque?

Christianity &
Islam

Materials
How do
materials
change?
(twisting and
bending),
famous
inventions
(Macintosh)
Living things
and their
habitats
Animal groups,
living/non
living/never
been alive,
habitats and
micro habitats,
food chains,
adaptation

Spr 2

Transport
Art – creating a transport
collage showing a
journey from one
destination to another;
sketching a self portrait in
the style of Frida Kahlo
History – sorting types of
transport that show then
and now, learning about
transport in the past
including trains, planes
and bikes, researching
the local invention of
Cats’ Eyes by Percy
Shaw and its impact on
national life today,
learning about the Wright
brothers’ invention of the
plane and how it has
impacted global life
DT – designing, making
and evaluating a boat;
designing, making and
evaluating a car

2Animate – design
a person wearing
an outfit that is
appropriate for their
chosen
geographical
location (CCL link)
and animate the
person to move

Charanga unit:
I Wanna Play In
A Band
(rock genre of
music)
(continued)

Dance
Choreographi
ng and
performing a
whole class
dance linked
to the topic of
Transport
Games:
Rolling,
stopping,
dribbling and
passing a
football,
inventing and
playing a
small team
based game
(continued)

What does it
mean to
belong to a
church or a
mosque?
(continued)

Christianity &
Islam

Living things
and their
habitats
Animal groups,
living/non
living/never
been alive,
habitats and
micro habitats,
food chains,
adaptation

Sum 1

Sum 2

Where We Live
Art – learning about the
art of Lowry and creating
a piece of artwork in the
same style (using a
watercolour backwash
and charcoal silhouettes)
History – the history of
WHPS; Victorian schools
compared to modern
schools; the history of the
Piece Hall
Geography – countries
that make up the UK and
their capital cities; human
and physical features of
the UK; local human and
physical features of the
Isle of Coll and St
Martins; design an island

Word processing –
linked to
Andy Warhol art
in Topic

Charanga unit:
Friendship Song
(modern ‘pop’
music linked to
PSHCE topic of
Be Caring and
Friendship)

Games:
Team games
+ athletics
skills
Zumba +
fitness drills

How do
people pray?
Christianity &
Islam

Plants

